WHITE'S DEFENSE AT 76° N, 68° W...

Master chess demands the application of the science known as Game Theory. In modern military strategy, Game Theory is further refined to determine optimum moves in the mightiest contest ever known—the global match between the Free World and the Communist World.

A decisive move was made late in 1960: the first BMEWS (Ballistic Missile Early Warning System) radar station began operating at Thule, Greenland. This system keeps a 24-hour vigil against aggression by enemy ICBM's. Huge klystrons produced by Varian are the heart of the BMEWS transmitter sub-system. The powerful tubes generate radar signals—sent from antennas big as football fields—to seek out possible airborne intruders.

Varian's broad experience in the design and manufacture of microwave devices is at your service. For full technical information, write Tube Division.
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